Real-time quantitative analysis of telomerase activity in breast tumor specimens using a highly specific and sensitive fluorescent-based assay.
Telomerase activity has been associated with almost 90% of malignant human cancers from a variety of tissue sources, making it one of the most prominent molecular cancer markers known to date. As such, telomerase has become a very attractive diagnostic and therapeutic target. The advent of the telomeric repeat amplification protocol (TRAP) has allowed for the semiquantitative detection of telomerase from limiting sample amounts. Both the standard TRAP assay and a real-time assay using Amplifluor technology with primers designed specifically for telomerase activity amplification were used to quantitatively assess telomerase activity in primary tumors and tumor-derived cell lines. We have adapted the recently developed TRAPeze XL telomerase detection kit (Intergen, Gaithersburg, MD) for use with real-time polymerase chain reaction for more accurate quantification and high-throughput capabilities. In doing so, the reliability, assay time, and accuracy of quantitation have all been dramatically improved. A comparison of the quantitative analysis for the standard TRAP assay versus the real-time assay using 19 breast tumors revealed telomerase quantitation and standardization using the real-time assay was superior to the standard assay. Our data suggest that this assay will be useful for clinical and research studies involving detection of telomerase activity as it relates to cancer diagnosis.